Key Indicators

Summary statistics on all cases in a federal fiscal year on 20 data elements, currently 16 states provide this data.
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Detailed data on:

• Each investigation closed during the reporting period
• Each client investigated (clients may have multiple investigations)
• Each maltreatment type; dispositions
• Each perpetrator responsible for substantiated maltreatment
• Relationship between the victim of a substantiated maltreatment and the perpetrator

Summary data on:

• Investigations closed during the reporting year
• Clients investigated; interagency coordination; case closure reason
• Victim (substantiated allegation) demographics; disabilities and conditions; maltreatments; investigation outcomes
• Perpetrator demographics; relationship and association to victims; legal actions

Case Component

Case-level information on all cases in federal fiscal year on 54 data elements includes all KI data elements, currently 36 states provide this data.
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